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the slave QX the minor reading it* but curses be upon, him
(m.,..,,gufck. 3110)! The shame of having a ©ember of one of these
groups read to an illiterate* Jewish* adult male was apparently
great in the eyes of the rabbis* What m».. :Spjc.k. 3 s 10 does show
is that it was not unknown in the rabbinic period foe women to be
capable of reading scripture aloud.

Neither fc,-,:.:i.ig;,g« 4.11 nor m.̂ ,,,gpkjk» 3? 10 can be dated more
specifically than to the Tannaitic period, which closed around
the first quarter of the third century, they are not parallel
passagesf of coarse• for ,fe« ifej> refers to women reading the
Tor ah in public and forbids it, while m,:«,.,S.ukk. 3 s 10 refers to
women reading the Ballel in private and grudgingly allows it.
The enigma of the inclusion of women in the minyan of the seven
cannot be definitively solved with the few hints available to us
in our sources* but their inclusion does make it impossible to
state that under no circumstances did women publicly read from
the- Torah in the ancient synagogue* We must simply admit that we
do not know if women die! or did not read, - If we do not know
what the situation in Palestine and Babylonia wasf how much less
do we know of synagogue worship in Egypt or in l€»ef where Mar in
and Gaudentia worshiped.

In conclusion, although the recitation by priestly women of
the priestly blessing seems unlikely in light of the explicit
•Aaron and his sons" in Num 6:22* it is not impossible that
certain communities could have interpreted this to mean *Aaron
and his children*1 and have asked both the priestly women and the
priestly men present to- bless then. Further# although there is
no solid evidence for women having read the Tor ah publicly in the
synafOfiie service, it cannot be eicltidedf particularly foe the
Greek-speaking congregations {about, which we know next to
nothing), that they did. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that
one or note of the- three women of our inscriptions were remem~
bered with the title "priest" bacau.se their priestly descent
entitled them to certain rights and honors in the synagogue
service duri»§ their lifetime*

C. ,Egf-M,,gH,gf:M feft.. .Ha,I,f, Frfftsts in
Ifigcg jpfclQn.8',

Before attempting to come to a decision as to the likeli-
hood of the three possible interpretations of Mfg.fti%ZM$Kisaa* a
brief survey of Mfî etifi in Jewish inscriptions ani papyri is
necessary* froa Eome there are four Mgrens ins-criptie-jnsf all
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§§ Women Leaders in the Synagogue

from the Monteverde catacomb, which !##©» dates from the first

century !•€•!•f throufh the end of the third century C.I,

CII 346» * Marble- plaque*

#lvM5e Htxe
2 *Xou6ac* lepe-

It. Is react xetxai.
ML 1-3? read &epe6c»

Here lies Judas,

CII 347* Marble plaque

*Ev3d5e
2 Ketvxat

*Ioo5ac nat
4 *

6 Mat tepetc
Kat ddeX<pat,

Here lie Judas and Joses, archons ani priests and brothers•

CII 3S5» fhree marble fragments.

['Evd]&6£ HLxe '![...]
2 [...]o£ tepeuls .... 3

[....]Hav v̂ [••••]
4 [ ]tnv.68

L* !• read neixat.

Here 1ies J[***»)r priest [••••]•

CII 375. Marble plaque engrairei on. both sides; broken into six

fragments*

'Evddde netxe
2 Motpia fi xoO te-

i

Ii. 1. read xetxat,

ier# lies Maria the (wife? daughter?) of the priest.

It is striking that all oi the toman h%$z.eX.&/hLex&iB iascriptions

are from the Monteverde catacomb* • Unfortunately^ no informa-

tion about the actual role of the priest can be gleaned from

these inscriptions. CII 375 is ©specially important for the

question, of whether M.gi|:eia/.bl.gil.gii simply neans "wife for

claufhter) of a priest.* The Maria, here* who- jLg the witm or

daughter of a priest, is not called hî jEeja or hierissa* but
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rather fef. tou hlereBs. this does not neap, that falff finkierissa

in the three inscriptions in question could under no circum-

stances nmmm. "wife Cor daughter) of a priest,11 but it does show

that th#r# was a way in Greek to express such a relationship

without this title, which a Greek speaker would have understood

as meaning "female cultic functionary,* Perhaps the "of the

priest* is to distinguish her front another Maria in the community

©r perhaps it was meant to indicate that she was a non~Aaronide

wife of a priest and therefore not a falerJUga herself.

There are three occurrences of Me^fHi at Beth She'arims

CII 1001 (Schwabe and Li fsh i tz , If.tfa fffreVarim 2. no, 49) .

Of the priests. Priests,

Schwabe and* Lifshitz, §eth ffhelarln 2» no, ISO Cpart one)

BA
tepe6[c3
[ * * d ]

The priest, Eabbi

Schwabe and Lifshitz, jteth. ghe|.ari» 2, no. 181,

priest.

In addition to these, there are two further inscriptions of

relevance:

CII 1002 (Schvabe ani Lifshitz, getfr.Shft'arim 2«2M%71

n?n oip-on

This place belongs to priests.

Schwabe and Lifshitz, If-th; s}ie'.a,ila 2. no, 148,

Buptxtoc*

A priest from Beirut.

CII 1001 is carved on the ceiling above arcosolium 1 of Hall I in

Catacomb 1. The "Of the priests. Priests,* must mean that

arcosolium 1 was set aside for the graves of priests, CII 1002
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in. Mali I of Catacomb 1 also indicates a separate burial place

for priestsi Sctwa.be and Lifshits art of the opinion that alaStt

her© must mean *arcosolitim," so that this inscription would be a

further attestation of burying people of priestly descent

separately. It is worthy of note- that in none of the Greek

inscriptions in arcosolium 1 of CII 1001 does the term Spriest*

occur (Schwabe ami Lifshitz, Ijsjkfa ffeglajclm 2* nos« 50-53),

Perhaps the single inscription CII 1001 was viewed as sufficient

emphasis of t&e priestly ancestry of those buried in that

arcosoliu»f making the use of iy..ê i|,i|/hjLê ,gla on each individual

epitaph unnecessary, this practice of the separate burial of

priestly women and men indicates a strong concern for the

priesthood even in the third and fourth centuries C.E»

Little can be said about the other inscriptions. In

Schwabe and Lif shits, f&th :S$k$ * axifl 2, no, 148, £hfi£a is the

Greek transliteration of £ & £ & •

At Leontopoiis in leliopoiis, the site of Cll 1514, the

Marin inscription, no Jewish MiSKMMS. inscriptions have been

found. In. fact, other than the Roman and Beth She1aria

inscriptions* few Jewish inscriptions with kJejcjBus. have been

found at all to date,7 In light of this rattier striking

distribution--a number of "priest* inscriptions from the

Monteverde catacomb in Rome and from the necropolis at Beth

She'arim and few elsewhere--it is reasonable to assume that

priestly descent was especially emphasized in the communities
74

which buried their dead on these two sites. Whether this

special emphasis on the priesthood also implies that priestly

women and men in these communities had special roles cannot be

said*

the term hityffts also occurs several times in Egyptian

Jewish papyri CCPJ 120, 121, 139 [twice]), but since each

occurrence consists only of a name- followed by "priestf" they are

of little help to us in identifying any priestly functions.

As unsatisfying as i t may be, i t must be admitted that i t

is impossible to know precisely wtiat. fiierej,a/M:ejrfssa in the

three ancient Jewish inscriptions means* Were this tern to be

the equivalent of the rabbinic Jcjj|^petf no problems of orthodoxy

would present themselves, for kfftiej|e:t does not signify a cultic

or administrative religious functionary, If, on the other hand,

i t were to imply certain functions in the synagogue or tempi©

worship service, the accepted image of ancient Jewish worship
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would have to bm altered considerably. In. contrast to the

synagogue functionaries discussed thus far* the Jewish priesthood

has biblical roots and was attached to the temple servicef both

of which itake the question of Jewish male and female priests

highly complex.

For all of these difficulties* it must also be emphasised

that if the three inscriptions hail cone from another Graeco~Roman

religion* no scholar would have thought of arguing that "priest*

does not really mean "priest." The composers of these inscrip-

tions must have been aware that they were employing a term which

normally implied a cultic function* Further* as the above survey

has shown* it is not as far-fetched to imagine that a woman could

have had a cultic function, for example* at the Jewish temple in

Leontopolis* or that a woman could have had a synagogue function*

such as reading from the Torah* as it might seen at first blush*

Ontil further evidence is found to support one or the other of

the interpretations* it seems most prudent to keep the various

options open. In light of the evidence surveyed, an absolute

statement such as that of Jean Juster* "• • • women were not

allowed to be priestesses among the Jews** ' does not see*

prudent*
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PART TWO

BACKGRODHD QUBSTXOMS
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